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Adventure island classic

Adventure Island is a platform game produced by Hudson Soft, first released in Japan for Famicom and MSX on September 12, 1986. It was later released in North America for the Nintendo Entertainment System in September 1988 and in the PAL region in 1992 as the Adventure Island Classic. Adventure Island is an



adaptation of the arcade game Wonder Boy, originally published by Sega for developer Escape (now known as Westone Bit Entertainment). Adventure Island was followed by a series of sequels that were developed independently of Hudson Soft. Platform : Nintendo NES Format : Cartridge Publisher : Hudson Soft
Authors : Hudsonsoft Date : 1992 About Hudson Soft: This exhibition has a CH32241 reference ID. Please quote this reference ID in any communication with the Center for Computer History. Click the ImagesFor Detail button (57 votes) Up to the left uses the B arrow keys, use the Z A button uses X Start Button uses
Enter Select Button use Shift Adventure Island Classic is a classic 8-bit game released for Nintendo consoles (NES). Here you can play adventure island classic online (NES version) for free in your browser without any download required by our HTML5, Java Script, Flash Emulator Online on any compatible device! Play
NES Online is a website where you can play all the original ROMs and also the new hacked ROM games released to Nintendo (Famicom) Online. Click PLAY GAME to get started! You're playing Adventure Island Classic Online, if you like, leave your vote. Sorry. No data so far. New here? Create a new account or for the
Game Boy version of Adventure Island, see Adventure Island II. For the PC Engine game of the same name, see Wonder Boy III: The Dragon's Trap. For other uses, see Adventure Island (disambiguation). Adventure IslandArte of Adventure Island (North American NES version)Developers(s)Hudson
SoftPublisher(i)Hudson SoftArtist(s)Susumu MatsushitaComposer(i)Jun ChikumaPlatform(s)NES, MSX, Game Boy, Gamate (unlicensed), Game Boy Advance, GameCube, PlayStation 2ReleaseJP: September 12, 1986 (FC, MSX)NA: 1987EU: 1992Genre(s)PlatformMode(s)Single-player Hudson's Adventure Island[a] is
a side-scrolling platform game produced by Hudson Soft that was released in Japan for Famicom and MSX on September 12 , 1986. Adventure Island was released in North America for the Nintendo Entertainment System in 1987 and in the PAL region in 1992 as the Adventure Island Classic. Adventure Island is an
adaptation of the arcade game Wonder Boy, developed by Escape for sega. Adventure Island was followed by a series of sequels with no connection to the Wonder Boy series. Plot The player controls Master Higgins (known as Takahashi Meijin in the Japanese version), a young man who ventured to The Adventure
Island in the Pacific after learning that the Evil Sorcerer kidnapped Princess Tina. To save her, Higgins must survive a series of 32 stages. There are eight worlds called which are divided into four phases or shifts each, which are further divided into four checkpoints. When the player reaches the fourth round of each area,
he must face a boss at the end to continue to the next area. The game is completed when the player saves the girl after defeating the eighth and final form of the evil lord. Gameplay The first phase of the NES version. Master Higgins (the player's character) loses a life every time he touches an enemy, an enemy's attack,
a firearm, or when he falls into a pitfall or water state. The player also has a health indicator that starts with 11 points, which gradually runs out of time or every time Higgins stumbles upon a rock in his path. When Higgins' health indicator reaches zero, he will lose a life. If Higgins still has extra lives, he revives at the last
checkpoint he went through. The game ends when all of Higgins' lives run out. To replenish his health, Higgins can pick fruit or a bottle of milk and has maximum health of up to 16 points. When the player's score reaches 50,000 points, 100,000 points, and 200,000 points, Higgins will receive an extra life. Finding a bee-
like fairy known as honey girl will grant Higgins invincibility for about ten seconds and allow him to kill enemies with a single tap. Hidden at each stage there is also a special dish, which doubles the player's end-of-stage bonus. Higgins begins each life without the ability to attack and can only gain the ability to attack by
collecting a stone axe, which can be found at specific points at each stage. When Higgins wields the stone axe, he can trade it for magical fireballs that have a longer range and are able to destroy rocks and rolling stones (which are invulnerable to the stone axe). To break an egg, the player must touch or hit it with a
weapon twice. In addition to weapons, there are numerous bonus items inside. There is also the possibility of receiving a negative object, the eggplant, which drains the Higgins life meter. Some of the eggs are not immediately visible in plain sight. The locations of these hidden eggs are usually indicated when a weapon
thrown by a player disappears before falling to the ground and is discovered by jumping to the indicated point. Some of these hidden points do not contain hidden eggs, but rather a cloud that will deform the player in a bonus phase, which is instead discovered by standing still for a short period of time. During the bonus
stages, the player can reap a series of fruits (each worth 500 points regardless of type) until Higgins falls into a pitfall. However, instead of losing a life, he will return to the regular stage at the next checkpoint. In the fourth round of each area, Higgins will face a different form of Evil Doctor, the game's boss character. It
has the ability to change heads up to eight different types. Higgins must defeat him by hitting his head a specific number of times with his weapon. The number of shots needed to defeat him with each area (its first form requires eight hits, and each subsequent form requires two additional hits until the eighth and final
form, which requires 22 rounds). When the Evil Sorcerer is defeated, he will change his head and flee to the next area. Use the same attack in each form, with the only changes being its duration, speed, and speed of its fireball attacks. When Higgins defeats his final form, the Evil Sorcerer falls into a pit and the girl is
saved. Development Relation to Wonder Boy Adventure Island began development as a direct port of the arcade game Wonder Boy, the partial rights hudson soft got from developer Escape (now known as Westone Bit Entertainment). However, the developer had already signed ownership of Wonder Boy's name and
characters to Sega,[1] so Hudson created a new role modeled and named after Hudson Soft spokesman Takahashi Meijin. In the western version of Adventure Island, Takahashi Meijin's character has been renamed Master Higgins. While the Wonder Boy series adopted an action RPG system for its sequels (starting
with Wonder Boy in Monster Land), most Adventure Island sequels adhered to the original Wonder Boy game system. In addition, Hudson Soft also gained the rights to convert all wonder boy sequels to turbografx-16, changing the title and character designs of each game (with the exception of Wonder Boy III: Monster
Lair). Incidentally, the Japanese version of Dragon's Curse (the TurboGrafx-16 adaptation of Wonder Boy III: The Dragon's Trap) was titled Adventure Island. The rights to the Adventure Island series are currently owned by Konami, who absorbed Hudson Soft in 2012. Re-released The NES version of Adventure Island
was re-released in Japan for game boy advance as the Famicom Mini title on May 21, 2004. [3] It was later re-released internationally for the Virtual Console service in 2008 for Wii and in 2014 for Wii U.[4][5] A remake was also developed for the PlayStation 2 and GameCube titled Hudson Selection Volume 4: Takahashi
Meijin no Bōken Jima, which was released exclusively in Japan on December 18, 2003. Sequels Two sequels were produced for NES, Adventure Island II and Adventure Island 3, as well as a fourth famicom game that was released exclusively in Japan titled Takahashi Meijin no Bōken Jima IV. [7] In addition to the
autonomous re-release of Famicom Mini from the first game, all four games were re-released on a Game Boy Advance compilation titled Hudson Best Collection Vol 6: Bōken Jima Collection, released in Japan on January 19, 2006. [8] Sequels have also been released on other platforms, such as Adventure Island and
Adventure Island II for Game Boy (based on the second and third NES games respectively), Super Adventure e Super Adventure Island II per Super NES, New Adventure Island per turbografx-16, Adventure Island: The Beginning for the Wii, Gacha wa shi shi no Bōken Jima in 2007 for mobile devices, and Adventure
Island Quest by Takahashi Meijin in 2010 for mobile devices. Takahashi Meijin appears as a playable character in the crossover combat game DreamMix TV World Fighters, released in Japan for GameCube on December 13, 2003. Takahashi Meijin also appeared in the mobile sports game Gachapin &amp; Mukku no
Dai Undoukai (Gachapin &amp; Mukku's Big Sports Day) in 2008, and crossed the Katamari franchise in the mobile game Takahashi Meijin and Katamari Damacy in 2010. Altri media Famicom Runner: Takahashi Meijin Monogatariラァミコンンンナーラ橋名⼈物ラ MangaScritto daKazuyoshi KawaiPubblicato
daCoroCoro ComicPublishedAprile 1986 – Febbraio 1988Volumes1 Honey Bee in ToycomlandBugってハニー (Bug-tte Honey)GenreAdventure Anime serie televisiva Diretta daMinoru OkazakiProdotta daHidehiko TakeiShunzo KatoYasutaka TarumiScritta daKasumi OkaMusic diHiroshi TsutsuiStudioTMS
EntertainmentCoteria originaleNippon TVIniginal run 3 ottobre 1986 – 25 settembre, 1987Episodes51 Film animeBug-tte Miele: Megalom Shōjo Rondo 4622Diretto da Akinori NagaokaProdotto da Shunzo KatoScritto daKasumi OkaMusic diHiroshi TsutsuiStudioTMS EntertainmentRipresto21 luglio, 1987Runtime48
minutes Portale anime e manga Famicom Runner: Takahashi Meijin Monogatari (中ァミコンンンンナーラ橋名⼈物ラ, Lit. Famicom Runner: Master Takahashi's Story è un manga basato sul personaggio di Hudson Soft Bee e Takahashi Meijin, pubblicato nell'aprile 1986 - febbraio 1988 in Giappone, pubblicato dalla
CoroCoro Comics e creato da Kazuyoshi Kawai. Adventure Island also inspired an animated television series called Honey Bee in Toycomland (Bugっ, Bug-tte Honey),[9] which was produced by TMS Entertainment and aired in Japan from October 3, 1986 to September 25, 1987, lasting 51 episodes and a stage film.
The series also inspired his famicom game Takahashi Meijin no Bug-tte Honey (), releasedっ on June 5, 1987. The TV series featured Honey Girl (the bee-like fairy granting Higgins temporary invincibility in the original game) as the main character. The plot involved the abduction of Takahashi (Master Higgins) and his
friend. Honey Girl's mission is to save him by enlisting the help of One-Up, Dal and Midori, three earth children who are also aces of video games. The series included Minoru Maeda (known for his contributions to anime versions of Dragon Ball) as character designers, and featured plots incorporating elements from
various popular early video games. Another Hudson character, Bomberman, makes a cameo appearance in the second episode. This section must be expanded. You can help by adding to it. (February 2015) ReceptionAggregate scoreAggregatorScoreGameRankingsNES: 62%[10]Review
scoresPublicationScoreAllGame[11]GameSpot6.5/10[12] Adventure Island received positive and mixed reviews from critics. GameSpot awarded the game 6.5 out of 10, calling it fast and stimulating platformer. GamesRadar+ ranked him 23rd game ever made. The staff praised him for the fact that his challenge comes
from quality level design and not low quality. [14] Notes ^ Known in Japan as Takahashi Meijin no Bōken Jima (険, Adventure Island of Master Takahashi), also known as Adventure Island, References ^ The Legend of Wonder Boy. Ign. Retrieved November 17, 2019. ^ Master Higgins speaks from 1UP.com. Archived
from the original on 2012-10-20. Recovered 2011-08-23. Around 1986, there was an arcade game called Wonder Boy that we all liked, and there was a suggestion within the company to turn it into a Famicom game. So the vice president and I went to take a look at character and game development, and while we were
looking at the character under construction, the character already looked a bit like me. The vice president was looking at it and he said, you know, that character looks like you, and you're a celebrity – it doesn't make any sense to us not to play this game on you. So they decided to turn me into that character, and that's
how Adventure Island was born. ^ Famicom Mini: Adventure Island (Game Boy Advance) Specs. ^ Adventure Island. September 4, 2014. ^ Adventure Island for Wii U - Nintendo Game Details. ^ Adventure Island II. ^ Adventure Island 3. ^ Hudson Best Collection Vol. 6: Bouken Jima Collection. ^ Honey Bee in
Toycomland / TMS Entertainment. Archived from the original on 2011-08-10. Recovered 2011-08-23. ^ Adventure Island for NES. GameRankings. CBS Interactive. Recovered 2018-10-04. ^ Geoffrey Douglas Smith. Adventure Island - Review. The whole game. Originally seen December 11, 2014. Retrieved December 6,
2012. Frank Provo. Adventure Island Review. Gamespot. Retrieved December 6, 2012. Frank Provo. Adventure Island Review. Gamespot. Retrieved December 6, 2012. ^ The best NES games of all time. GamesRadar. 2012-04-16. Recovered 2013-12-05. Adventure Island Operating Manual. Japan: Hudson Soft. 1986.
External links Takahashi Meijin no Bōken Jima (FC) on the Wii Virtual Console (Japanese) Bug tte Honey (anime) website at anime news network Adventure Island encyclopedia in MobyGames ‹ The model below (Hudson Soft) is being canceled. See discussion templates to reach a consensus. › Retrieved from
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